
An educ.111on, .1 fidd that it would be rl',1sonahle 
to suspect h,1d ,1 built· m intolt•r,mce of re~e.1rch ,md It!> 
sd1em.11i,ing, n.·<luctiH~ 11.1ture, j., <,urprio;ingl~ hmpit· 
able to it. If the .. ourn· of the re,;earch j., the art educa· 
tor himself, the reo;earch is often imp1re<l b) a need to 
r<:inforce ,lllitude'> ,tln.•ad) held Within the held, and, 
chann•., .arc, tht: .1ud1encc of the rc-;e,11 ch will he pre· 
disposed to Its pomt of \ ic\\. If the source of the re· 
se,1rch is thq>s) cholog1s1 \\'ho comes burdened wllh the 
t1l'ed to perform re-;earch in crc.ttidt), however, the 
\'isit is flauering-for the relationship ht'Lween art and 
psycholog) has ah..-a) s been a polite one. The psy
chologist seldom ch,1llenges the belief systems of art· 
ists or ,lrt educators, and an educators .ire glad 
enough for the psychologist's legitimate attention. 

Neither source seems to ha\'e a monopoly on pro
ducing me.mingles-; research, but no matter how 
meaningless tcst•arch gets, it can ha\e a li\'el} exist· 
L'tlCe by being sufficiently distortt·d or illegitimately 
gener,ilizt.'d, .md bounced around in bulletins and 
text-;. It is this inkctiH', illicit life of research that I 
think we need 10 bt•gin 10 worq about. 

RL'Sl'arch h,ts J fiat simply by being research . There 
arc, supposedly, those who belic\'e that it is the only 
path 10 t...nowledge.1 But it is a terrible mistake to he
lie\'e lh,11 the only time sciemific method is employed 
is when 1l i~ emplo~ed formally, i.e., in recorded re· 
st•arch; or that the only time knowledge is tested is 
when it is t('Slcd formally. Almost by definition there 
can be no bad rese,irch. It is belic\ed that research 
is a kind of perfect system that will recognize its own 
errors. If the method of some particular research is 
tleficienl, or if its concepts Jre l>arren, the research, 
it is supposed, will pro,·c itself false .tnd the project 
will be scr.1pped. This is far from the c,1se. The answer 
to all deficiencies is a c,111 for more rese.irch. The liter
ature of research in L'\'cry field is full of corpses, most 
of them the result of stillbirth-but these corpses haunt 
us. 
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Research as Propaganda 
August Becker 

Before I presenl the anJl)sis that I!> the main focus 
of this article, I would like IO gi\'e an example of the 
prop,1ganda of re,e,trch. In 1he highly-respected text, 
Cr(!ativr. and Mn1tal Growth, there is an intriguing, 
11lmtra1ed rekren<.e to .1 piece of r<.'!>earch which is 
~uppm,ed 10 ha\'e demonstrated the nt.-g,1ti\·e effect 
expo~urc to workbook, : has on children: A child 
drm,·., ., lmd, is then exposed to a workbook that con
t.um '>omc symhoh of l>ird., -;o highly Jbstracted as 
10 be nmeiform, ,md, fm,1lly, 1s ,isked 10 draw anoth
er bml. I Ii~ new bird is an impoverishec.l im,1ge. Thi~ 
is the propag,11H.ia that the reader of the Lowenkld 
Briuain 1ext 1-; left with: "After coloring the work· 
hoot... hirds, the child has lost his creative !>ensiti\it} 
anc.l self-reliance."3 How perfectly awful! Will the 
child 1Tcm·er?-,111d I c.lon'l mean that fact'liow,ly. Per· 
h.1ps 1f the wm kbook experience had not been rl'in
fmHcl by the child's being tested imrnedi,1tcly, the 
re-;11 Its would not ha\'c been so frightening. Maybe fin! 
year~ afll'r the exposure the child will not only ha,e 
in his mmd, as resources, all those charming featurt."'i 
of his origmal drawing, hut those abstract S) mhol!. ,I!> 
\H·ll. Perhaps.1 more elaborate image in another wo1k· 
book would h,1\e been more enriching: aftet ,,ll, II 1-; 
<1ui1e likl'ly that the original bird was a regu1gitation 
of lmdo; he had seen in his hooks. Might not the ne
farious effects of workbooks be mitiga1ed, even rr· 
vt.'rsed, b) intelligent teaching? Would the effects have 
bt.'t.'11 the same with older children? Whetht.'r or not 
thest.' questions were deah with by the author of 
the orig-inal rl'<;t'Jrch is irrelevant here. 

I would now like 10 consider some rest.'arch of Beil
tel and Burkhart, one of the mosl respected research 
tc,uns in tht' fidd of art education. I did not choose 
this work ))(.'cause of its vulnerability, but because of 
it-; rcspectabilit). It was supported by go\'ernmcnt 
fund~ and repa•semed at its timt' a culmination of 
m.my )'l',trs' dforts on 1he part of the rest·.irchers. 
There is hardly an arl educator, I would guess, who 



at one time or another has not read of the categories 
of art strau:gy, divergent and spontaneous, 1hat were 
isolated in 1his research, and many will ha,e already 
read the version of 1he research that I will examinc:-1 
thc one that appe.irs in Readmgs in Art Educatio11, 
by Eisner and Ecker, itself a landm.irk among pub
lications in the field. 

About 196'1, Be1ucl and Burkhart 1sola1ed a 1ypc of 
strategy in the ma king of pen and ink drawings th.it 
was not accounted for in Burkhan's e.irlier c.itcgories, 
sponwncous and deliberate.~ Their new category pre
sented some problems .is it was both deliberate and 
crc.iti\'c, charnctcnstics that seemed con\'t'ntionallr 
contradictory. Spontaneit) had been in the past 111-

extricabl y linked with creathit) . They established 
three types of strategy 10 replace the older two: Aca
demic, which replaced Deliberate; Spo11taneou.f, 
which remained the same; and Divergent, which was 
a splinter from the original Deliberate. The new caie
gory, Di,crgcnt, came into being as an attempt to rec
oncile a deliberate act with creativity. The category 
Academic,6 then, bears the full burden of describing 
.ill acll\ity considered non-creative. The delineating 
characteristics of the strategy described as D1\'er
gcnt, are: thinking is emphasized over action (the re
versal of Spontaneous strategy), and the subJect pro
ceeds through deliberation toward discovery, a trait 
which separntes him from the Academic subject, who 
discovers-and, one is led to believe, accomplishes
nothing. 

From the ou1sct one can legitimate!} question to 
what degree the magical connotations of these words, 
both p<·jorntive and argumentative, affected the in-
1crprct,11ion of the research performed. There can be 
no question that the research as reponed affects our 
concept of the word academic and Its associated 
traits. It is linle protection against this process to c,ipi
taliw the word. 

The stud) inrnlved '17 junior art education m,1jors 
from Pcnnsyhania State Umversity, who <lid pen .ind 
ink dr.iwings from a still-life. Stages in the devel
opmelll of the dr.iwings were photogr.iphed, and on 
the basis of their , arious strategies the subjects were 
dh idcd into the three groups' indicated above. Those 
who were thoughtful, hesitant, and tended to ap
proach the composition as a whole were labeled, Aca
demic. Those whose approach was dynamic, unhesi
tating, and seemed 10 make use or "accidents" were 
labeled, Spontaneous. Finall}, those who worked de-

liberately (This word has, for this research, lost its 
pejorative connotation, being now disassociated from 
non-creativity) from part to part, and for whom the 
fimshed product was undetermined from the stan, 
bm arrived at through development of parts, i.e., 
through discovery, were rnlled Divergent. There was, 
as far a~ can be determined from the report, no effort 
to establish to what degree the strategies were a re
sult of art training or previous experience in the hand
ling of the medium. An unannounced assumption of 
the rese,1rch, then, is that the strategy, being deep
rooted and a manifestation of a life style, is affected 
little b} such influences as an training. Yet , the au
thors conclude their report by recommending not only 
alterauons in strategy, but the phasing out of one of 
them. There is a possibility, of course, that the authors 
hdicve the an stratt•gies to be not only reflective or 
rhe life style of a subject, but interdependent upon it, 
so that 1f one can succeed in altering one, he will per
force alter the other. Such an affecting relationship 
between life style and an strategy has not been dem
onstrated b} any research. One could just as reason
.ibl y .issume that the degree to which the strategies 
an: " learned process, .ind the degree to which they 
.ire inherent, would ,ary among the subjects-if not the 
·17 subjects studied, than a more mode) group-and 
would affect the conclusions or the research pro
foundly. 

The authors were able 10 relate perform.ince during 
the research to life styles of the subjects in a sur
prisingly com incing way. The subJects tended to pre
fer words that seemed descripu, c of their own strate
gy. They tended to ,-.ilue concepts that seemed to pa
rallel their own art work. Even their early home life 
was, accordmg to the aulhors, predictably p,llterncd as 
a source of their art strategy. 

The ,1c:1clt't11ic m1den1s, howe\'tl', h,1,·e erfecmcly rcin
forcmg authorit,man homes where cle,1r d1s1inc1ions 
hct\\ een right and wrong ,ire macle on tht has•~ of pro
priety, according IO 1rad111onal and soc1.1ll y acceptable 
modt•s of heha \'ior (p. 300). 

The authors make it very de.tr that they think, in 
terms of a creati,•ity function, that such ,t home, with 
such \'alues, is a depriving em ironmcnt. No consider
alion is given to the· idt•a that such an environment is 
the , cry t} pc that has produced some of our society's 
most crcati,e people. It is somehow .i measure of the 
carelessness of the research Lhat before talking about 
life s1yles no attempt was made to show that the stra-
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tegies isolated in the an project cul across the bound
aries of one discipline. The authors only suggest that 
the strategies might remain constant in other fields 
as wcl I. Yet, they are willing to talk of life styles. 

Many questions arise if we exJmine the tables that 
show group affiliation with traits and attitudes. Why, 
for instance, does the Divergent group score higher in 
the sel/-restramt or,entatwn word selection patterns 
than the Academic group? Isn't this a contradiction 
of the pattern? Why is achievement motivation lowest 
in the Divergent group, and why is this group more 
theory-oriented than the others? We can assume that 
the authors seemed annoyed by the latter finding, 
since they auempt to rationalize it. It is the only time 
that they admit to outright speculation. 

The Academic pcrfonner is given shon shrift in the 
report all the way through. Here is a description of 
the Academic student's '"'orking methods: 

The Academic s111den1 1s cle,1rly distingui~hcd in hi~ 
initial stages from the Spontaneous and Divergent 
students. The Academic student trit.•s earl} to commit 
himseH to the total product, crowd mg out room for va
rwtw11 and arrnngement or org-,mic devdoprm:nt of his 
concepts from a ,·.iguc heginnmg. smce lw st..1rts \\'ith 
precision ... he wa111s a precise statement \\'hich le.i, es 
liule room fororgamc 111tr.ract1011 wrth the medium .... 
Once h,I\ ing <lcll'rminc<l the ll'chmque to he employed, 
such as the stippling seen in Academic illustr.itions he 
nwchamcail)' applies it to the whole. Thus neither vi
tality nor discovery are possible {p. 294). {Italics .ire 
mine) 

When the Academic student is committing himself 
to the whole product, he may be doing a good job of 
showing that he has learned the lesson behind the 
majority of an courses taught in our society. By as
sociating this approach with the Academic student, 
the authors have discredited it, along with the idea of 
predsion. One wonders, by the way. how a subject 
Gm be both precise and vague. Since the work of the 
Academic student does not have the ingredients of 
variation and organic interaction (whatever they 
might mean) the work is deemed unworthy. Notice 
how stippling in the hand of the Academic student is 
demoted to a mechanical act, and how his conception 
of the whole crowds out room for variation. 

"Whitehead's and Bertrand Russell's cooperation 
on Principia Mathematica is an example of scholarly 
cooperation between a Spontaneous and a Divergent 
mind,·· (p. 300). Herc the obvious exclusion of an ex
ample of the Academic mind reinforces the idea that 
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it is produelive of nothing. Again: "The Spontaneous 
approach is more Beethoven-like; the Divergent more 
Bach-like," (p. 29·1). 

If we are not, at this point, willing to accept that 
something that can be described as the Academic 
mind, or the Spontaneous mind, docs indeed exist, we 
might ask: Isn't it possible that the interaction of the 
trails of one sLTategy with those of another could be 
an affecting phenomenon? ·What proof is there that 
the traits the three groups have in common are non
determining factors in a creative process? 

Look at the following with a jaundiced eye: 

One\ ,tr.lll'g} 1s an outgrowth of lik•oricnll'd pur
pose, .md if th.it purpose is not inno\'ath-c, the str,111:gy 
ht.•coml', academic. The purpme is identifiable h} the 
source 10 which the student looks for satisfaction. The 
Ac.1de111ic ~iudent looks to others for recognition for 
ac hicH:mt.•nt through ~l,..ill ; the source of satisf,1c11on 
1s thu, exlt.'rnal. Both the Spontam•ous and Di\'ergcnt 
student, achieH· mtcmal satisfaction from the rcaff1r
matiu11 of their neati\'e resourcdulness through their 
strategies nf \\Ork (p. 2!.18). 

There has been nothing to prove that the Academic 
student had no inner satisfaction in his process, and 
nothing to pro,·e that the Spontaneous and Divergent 
!>tudents were not looking for satisfaction in the ap
proval of others, or that their st) le of working had 
not been developed panly in response to the approval 
or disapproval of others, those around them al the 
time of the research notwithstanding. The strategies 
1!.olatcd here arc conditioned responses of the highest 
complcxit), ,md if some correlation wJs shown 10 exist 
between them Jnd a life style, we cannot o\'crlook the 
possibilit) that both the life style and 1he stra1egy of 
IJJinting might be to a high degree assumed, and have 
little to do with psychological or artistic realities. It 
is quite possible that this research as well as most rc
se.1rch done in the field of creati, ity deals with the 
mannerisms of creativity. It is ironical that the word 
~po11ta11eous, which means, literally, automatic; ac
complished without conscious thought, should have 
become a word so closely associated with creativity. 
Spontanei1y may often be a mannerism of creativity, 
but we have come to call it the substance. 

A hJbit usually considered a handicap to most \ital 
accomplishment is whitewashed so that it can com
fortably fit with all the other desin:ablc traits of a 
creative group. 

The Di\'crgcnt person focuses on the tontent in detail, 



not the system, because he perceives the system as 
being likely to be arbitrary, excluding, and possibl} 
detrimental 10 the uniqueness of each particular (p. 
302). 

What makes the authors sure that this is the reason 
that the Divergent person has chosen to overlook the 
system? They are, thus, constantly overstepping the 
limitations of their findings and giving them an un
supportable explanation. 

After looking closely at the tables that show Aca
demic students rate low in all the associative tests
several of them designed by the authors-one begins to 
wonder if we are not dealing with an I.Q. differential. 
Since this possibility is not explored by the authors, 
we can do no more than raise the question. The au
thors are careful to point out that the "possession of 
a strategy, however, is no assurance of quality, though 
it insures individuality," (p. 307). Regardless of this 
non sequitur, I wonder how much of the significant 
differences in personality and attitudes that show up 
in the comparison of the three groups are determined 
by high-low quality factors. It seems to me highly 
possible, e.g., that a significant number of Academic 
students might be socially shy, but all of these may be 
Academic students of low ability. In terms of social 
temperament the Academic student of high ability 
might, then, fit more comfortably into the patterns 
established by the Divergent or Spontaneous groups. 
It might be so on many of the tests. 1£ it were found to 
be so, the theses of the research would simply collapse. 

H there is still doubt at this point of the propag-,mda 
inherent in this report, we can dispel it by examining 
a final quotation. 

Self-rdlective l'Cluc-Jtional procedures· nel'Cl to be in
~tituted which allow for the 1,...-adual correction and re
placement of Academic behaviornl patterns along non
threat treatment line~ of problem sohing and dis
cmery. E\'entually, ,.,.e kel, the evalua11,e objective of 
such a program must be the selection and development 
by the student, under guidance, of the more producti\'c 
strategy (p. 306). 

It seems almost too late to point out that at no time 
were the subjects associated with any product or any 
production standards other than those imposed on the 
experiment. Until this point there has been no discus
sion of which group was more productive. I suspect 
that the Academic group might produce many more 
pies that the Spontaneous group and that "they 

might have a more constant high quality. Turning out 
pies is, however, non-creative, and by some absurd 
reduction, non-productive. 

1£ we are to phase out the Academic strategy in our 
society as the authors suggest, we phase out with it 
behavior that is described in the report as proper, 
polite, serene, civilized, courteous, complimentary, 
traditwnal, convenlzonal: and we discredit a regard for 
clan/ ,cation, appropnateness, reliability, certainly, 
caution, reslramt, and principle. These words are all 
taken from the tests included in the research and de
scribe the hang-ups or the Academic mind. The impli
cation is that there is no place in our society for such 
,•alucs. Morem•er, the authors want to start their phas
ing out of these values with behavioral pallerns and 
work gradually towards strategy, a project that might 
not stop short or psychoanalysis. 

I do not doubt that the strategies isolated by the 
authors actually do in some way reflect the subjects' 
background and li[e style, but I doubt whether a 
strategy-any given one-indicates the same thing in all 
situations, and can be reliably predictive of a popula
tion more diverse than that represented by the 47 
subjects of the research-all art education majors from 
one university, the reader will recall. 

Evidence is needed that these isolated approaches 
would have their parallel in other disciplines. A sug
gestion that they might is not sufficient. If the strate
gies don't cut across discipline boundaries, then much 
of what is said by the authors is unsupportable, and 
wrong. And as long as we are talking about altering 
strategies, what would really be achieved by gelling 
an Academic student to live and perform like a Diver· 
gent? Less, I would suspect, than getting a Spontane
ous person to modify his strategy along Academic 
lines. 

If one of the prime reasons Beittel and Burkhart 
want to phase out the Academic response is because 
the Academic student seeks approval from others, wc 
arc saying, essentially, that this is not a desirable 
trait. Are we not then auempting to discredit and 
eliminate one of the basic human motivations, and 
thereby risking the creation of a vacuum which might 
be filled by anxiety? Evidence might be constructed to 
demonstrate that one can take on the characteristics 
of self-reliance in order to gain peer or authority ap
proval. We cannot just assume that apparent self
reliance and need for approval arc mutually exclusive. 

I have attempted here to call attention to the weak-
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ness or some prominent research in the field of an 
education and to point out what I think is the insidious 
nature or the propaganda that it generates, or at least 
reinforces. H I am more prone than most people to 
look for the negative aspects of research rather than 
the promise inherent in it, it is because I simply do not 
recognize the promise. Ideas that might change grace
fully with time are ohen fixed for too long a time by 
research. Every time I read the phrase effects of in a 
title of some research, I am forced to ask: What kind of 
effects? Immediate? Long range? Permanent? Tempo
rary? Measurable? Immeasurable? Generative? Inen? 
-and I am always forced to conclude that it is beyond 
the scope of the research to qualify the effects it 
isolates. I would prefer to pretend that such a blessed 
state of creativity did not exist than to have it reduced 
to systems of behavior that may never produce or 
create anything. I am wary or fostering the manner
isms of creativity in every classroom in the nation. And 
for those who naively think that "creativity" is safe as 
long as it is not successrully defined, I would like to 
point out that it was a test that finally defined intel
ligence for us and for a very long time. 

The research literature of creativity, much of it cen
tered around creativity tests, is growing, 7 and the art
ist and an cduc-dtor arc in good position to look al it 
critically. The psychologist, aware of a tradition that 
an ability8 has something important to do with cre
ativity, but intrigued with the fact that even measur
able an abilities do not align themsehes cooperative
ly with other measurable talents, comes to call ohen.9 
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